
OPENING REMARKS FOR SUSPENDED

The exhibition is entitled SUSPENDED – one word loaded with potential meaning
 
The work that Lynne has created for FENTSTER is literally suspended from the rafters 
-- a whole world of memory and ideology seemingly floating in the liminal space of the 
window gallery.
 
Then there is the ephemeral nature of memory – hanging like the artwork in an in-
between place, lingering, haunting, prodding and hard to grasp onto like an object 
suspended from a far-off perch. 
 
The recollected experience exists in a distant past time and continues to poke through 
in the present
 
Similarly, Lynne’s rendering of a dramatic childhood memory appears through graffiti-
like markings on the window – a visual dialogue between past remembrances and 
present mundanities
 
Then, there are fish and assorted debris suspended within the large ice blocks that the 
Heller family encountered on that spring day.
 
Ice itself is a substance suspended in time – one moment it has presence, it exudes and 
contains cold, in this instance the ice even entombs once living creatures – and before 
long it becomes immaterial, leaving no tangible presence like memory itself.
 
There is a reference here to SUSPENSION and the central role that the Camp Naivelt 
bridge plays in this memory, in the installation and in providing passage into the camp. 
Bridges are not just suspended in space but they are also in-between spaces – neither 
one place or another. Lynne recalls the experience of crossing the one-lane bridge as a 
major negotiation between comers and goers – and describes the eventual crossing as 
“significant.” Significant indeed – for if we follow the promise that the name of the camp 
holds out – the bridge conveyed people into a “nai velt” -- a new world. And I like to think 
that the bridge in the installation also offers that potential to passersby on College Street 
– who suspend their journey from one destination to the next to pause for a moment on 
the sidewalk and contemplate where the bridge may lead them.
 
There is another meaning entirely to the word SUSPENDED --- when someone is 
suspended, they are temporarily excluded from a function or a place within a community 
or organization. We gravitated to this word because it captured Lynne’s sense of 
dislocation growing up in a mixed heritage family.
 
Lynne has been very clear in our conversations that no one actively made her feel like 
she didn’t belong in the Naivelt milieu – after all it was a community of alternative 
thinkers, boundary pushers, rable rousers, which was itself outside the mainstream in 
so many ways. While I didn’t grow up in that community, I feel I know it well – my great-



grandfather was an ardent Bundist -- a Yiddishist, socialist activist into his 90s. Stirring 
the pot, honourably holding by his convictions, sacrificing for his beliefs. But his was 
also a world of lines drawn in the sand and friendships suspended over a point of 
principle. There was no bridging his world with ones where different ideals were held.
 
In some ways, my Zayde Shayke and the new world of Naivelt are already an old story, 
suspended in a past time like the fish frozen in the blocks of ice – so many, including 
Zayde’s less ideological descendants, have moved onto to more a stable middle-class, 
middle ground.
 
But in many other ways, our community still has many bridges to traverse when it 
comes to negotiating differences of opinion, of worldview, and of Jewish ways of being.
 
In our present-day reality, when inter-marriage is much more common than it was when 
Lynne was growing up, I think the Jewish community, and even progressive corners of 
the community, still has quite a way to go in interrogating our relationship to difference. 
Who still asks -- even quietly to themselves – is it the mother or father who is Jewish? 
Who still refers to another, or even themselves, as “only half Jewish” as if to suggest 
that they only half belong in our midst? We need to create spaces where everyone 
100% belongs and that is when we will truly be living in a nai velt, no longer suspended.


